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It is true that the path forward is not always immediately clear; patience and 
discernment are necessary. Still, the path forward necessarily involves unity. A 
divided Church will never be able to lead others to the deeper unity desired by 
Christ. This is why communion is an integral to the upcoming synod. 
 
Some may ask, “Well, if the path isn’t immediately clear, isn’t there a danger that we 
will stray from the right path?” One can see the difficulties that could emerge from 

inauthentic versions of the “synodal path” that veer into dangerous territory, descending into political or ideological 
issues without listening to the Spirit. The synodal path must be rooted in Tradition. It is 
important to recall that the local church journeys with the bishop, who serves as the guarantor of the Truth in the 
process and who himself 
journeys in communion with the Pope. The diocesan Bishop walks and 
decides cum Petro et sub Petro. 
 
It will be argued that we are walking together but are wandering aimlessly. We are walking toward the heavenly 
Jerusalem, but along the journey, we hope to encounter Christ, who is the Way, the Truth, and the Life. He is the 
Truth. Not every opinion is equal, nor is the synodal path a purely democratic process, as if truths were determined 
by majority vote. No. There is revealed truth, but we must listen respectfully to understand where the other person is 
coming from. Sometimes, we will not immediately reach agreement or see a path forward; nevertheless, with time, the 
Spirit can lead us to see things differently and to move forward. 
 
Synodality is God-driven. When I addressed you in June, I spoke of the need for listening and dialogue. I offered four 
dimensions of dialogue from Ut Unum Sint: the dialogue of charity, conversion, truth, and salvation. Our dialogue and 
our listening must involve, not only talking among ourselves – bishops, clergy, religious, and laity – but also listening to 
God – listening to what the Spirit has to say. 
 
It is the Spirit who preserves the Church in matters of faith and morals. An authentic synodal process ultimately is 
driven by God. As we listen to God and to one another, we learn. The Church needs this attentive listening now more 
than ever if she is to overcome the polarization afflicting this country. The Holy Father says: “We need respectful, 
mutual listening, free of ideology and predetermined agendas. The aim is not to reach agreement by means of a 
contest between opposing positions, but to journey together to seek God’s will, allowing differences to harmonize. 
Most important is the synodal spirit: to meet each other with respect and trust, to believe in our shared unity, and to 
receive the new thing that the Spirit wishes to reveal to us.” (POPE FRANCIS, LET US DREAM, 93) 
 
The mission of Christ toward humanity was Spirit-driven. Jesus’ public mission began with His baptism, when the Spirit 
descended over Him. This same Spirit, which was poured out on the Apostles at Pentecost, has been poured into our 
hearts in baptism and again at our priestly and episcopal ordinations. Listening to the Spirit, we are transformed as 
disciples. 
 
It is not only we who are transformed by this Spirit but also our people. If we want our people to be missionary disciples, 
then we must set the example in leading them in the art of listening and discernment, but also consulting with them, 
especially when they have a specific expertise. 
Involving them in this discernment helps them to share more deeply in the life of the Church and to accept 
“coresponsibility” for the Church, which we, as bishops, are called to shepherd.


